
1 Data File Format

The data file lists the transmitters, receivers and frequencies, and has a table of data parameters,
values and standard errors. The current data format is named EMData 2.1 (but the older format
EMData 2.0 is still supported). This format is specific to the MARE2DEM inversion code. The
Data file can include arbitrary comment lines (using ! or %) or blank lines. Comments can also
be placed at the end of a given line using ! or % symbols before the comment text. All positions
are in units of meters and angles are in degrees. Here’s an example (note that “...” indicates where
some lines have been omitted for brevity):

Format: EMData_2.1

UTM of x,y origin (UTM zone, N, E, 2D strike): 11N 3636717.0 476297.0 20.0

Phase Convention: lag

# Transmitters: 15

! X Y Z Azimuth Dip Type Name

0.000000 1498.210000 2168.120000 90.000000 0.000000 edipole Tx01

0.000000 4310.020000 2094.500000 90.000000 0.000000 edipole Tx02

0.000000 7121.830000 2020.870000 90.000000 0.000000 edipole Tx03

0.000000 9933.640000 1947.250000 90.000000 0.000000 edipole Tx04

...

# CSEM Frequencies: 3

0.1

0.3

0.5

...

# CSEM Receivers: 100

! X Y Z Theta Alpha Beta Name

0.000000 -1288.660000 2184.610000 0 0 0 Rx01

0.000000 -862.010000 2182.370000 0 0 0 Rx02

0.000000 -435.350000 2180.130000 0 0 0 Rx03

0.000000 -8.700000 2177.900000 0 0 0 Rx04

0.000000 417.950000 2166.910000 0 0 0 Rx05

...

# MT Frequencies: 21

0.0001

0.000158

0.000251

...

# MT Receivers: 15

! X Y Z Theta Alpha Beta SolveStatic Name

0.000000 -1288.660000 2184.610000 0 0 0 0 MT01

0.000000 -862.010000 2182.370000 0 0 0 0 MT02

0.000000 -435.350000 2180.130000 0 0 0 1 MT03

...
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# Data: 5596

! Type Freq# Tx# Rx# Data Std_Error

3 1 1 1 6.42506e-13 7.5608e-14

4 1 1 1 1.20096e-12 7.5608e-14

3 2 1 1 4.86059e-14 5.08595e-14

4 2 1 1 8.69775e-13 5.08595e-14

3 3 1 1 -4.24273e-13 3.82199e-14

...

103 1 1 1 29.4792 1.67651

104 1 1 1 26.1554 3.43775

105 1 1 1 32.9502 2.12072

106 1 1 1 24.4939 3.43775

...

The file consists of token : value(s) blocks where the token is a keyword or keywords. These are
followed by a single value or multiple lines of values. Many of the tokens can appear in any order.

1.1 UTM of x,y origin

This block is not used by the MARE2DEM code, but is there so that plotting routines can convert
the local 2D coordinate system used for the data and 2D model into geographical UTM or lat/lon
coordinates. You can set these values to 0 if you don’t need this. In this example:

UTM of x,y origin (UTM zone, N, E, 2D strike): 11 N 3636717.0 476297.0 20.0

the UTM origin is set to Scripps Institution of Oceanography and the 2D strike is at 20 degrees
(clockwise from north). This means that the local 2D modeling coordinates corresponds to geo-
graphic coordinates where x is aligned along 20 degrees and y points along 110 degrees (so the 2D
model conductivity strike is at 20 degrees, the 2D model profile runs along the angle 110 degrees
from geographic North). Similarly, a receiver with a given theta angle of 0 degrees in the 2D
coordinate system then corresponds to an angle of 20 degrees from geographic North.

1.2 Phase Convention

The default convention for MARE2DEM is phase lag (i.e., phases become increasingly positive with
source-receiver offset), but you can instead specify that the data use a phase lead convention (i.e.,
phases become increasingly negative with source-receiver offset):

Phase Convention: lag ! Optional, use lag (default) or lead

Note that the phase convention is ignored by MT data, and TM mode MT data are expected to
have phases wrapped to the first quadrant. If in doubt, run a forward model of a half space to see
what MARE2DEM outputs for a given data type.
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1.3 # Transmitters:

The Transmitter block lists the number of transmitters and then the x, y, z (meters) locations of
the transmitters, and their rotation angle (degrees clockwise from x), dip angle (degrees positive
down), the type of transmitter and optionally the name assigned to each transmitter (used for
plotting purposes only). MARE2DEM currently only supports point electric dipoles (edipole) or
point magnetic dipoles (bdipole). It has been assumed that all data responses have been normalized
by the transmitter dipole moment (i.e., divided by Am or Am2 for electric and magnetic dipoles,
respectively), so each transmitter is considered a unit dipole. Also MARE2DEM works best for
2D or weakly 2.5D data, so try keeping the x coordinates of the transmitters and receivers within
a few 100 meters of the origin. If there are no CSEM data (e..g, and MT only inversion), all the
CSEM blocks can be omitted from the data file.

1.4 # CSEM Frequencies:

This block lists the number of CSEM frequencies on the first lines and the following lines give the
specific values (Hz).

1.5 # CSEM Receivers:

This block lists the number of CSEM receivers and then the x, y, z (meters) positions of the receivers,
each receiver’s rotation angles and optionally the name assigned to each CSEM receiver (used for
plotting purposes only). Theta corresponds to the angle from the 2D modeling coordinate x to the
receiver’s x channel. Alpha and Beta are dip angles. Alpha is the angle of the y channel, positive
down from horizontal. Beta is the angle of the receiver’s z channel from the 2D model z axis.

1.6 # MT Frequencies:

This block lists the number of MT frequencies on the first lines and the following lines give the
specific values (Hz). If there are no MT data, all the MT blocks can be omitted from the data file.

1.7 # MT Receivers:

This block lists the number of MT receivers and then the x, y, z (meters) positions of the receivers,
each receiver’s rotation angles, a flag for solving for static shifts, and optionally the name assigned
to each MT receiver (used for plotting purposes only). The angles are the same convention as used
for CSEM receivers. MT receivers rotations are ignored, except for the beta parameter, which
specifies the tilt of the receiver in the y-z plane. If a non-zero beta is used, the MT responses and
Tippers will be computed using this angle (this could be the local topographic tilt, for instance).
The angle is computed clockwise from positive y towards z. So if the receiver is on a slope that is
downhill to the right (increasing y), the beta angle will be positive. Conversely, if the receiver is
on a slope that is uphill to the right, the beta angle should be negative.
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The SolveStatic column for the MT receivers should be normally set to 0; if this value is set to 1,
then MARE2DEM will solve for the static shift for the TE and TM modes (separately) by simply
using the average of the model fit residuals to log10(apparent resistivity). This requires that the
input data be formatted as either apparent resistivity or its log10 equivalent. This approach to
estimating the static shift works best when only a few stations are suspected of having static offsets.
The resulting static shifts are shown for each iteration in the Occam log file. Synthetic tests show
that this method works well for estimating static shifts, however, those same tests show that for
truly non-static shifted data it can estimate shifts of up to 10-50%, so us this option only when
necessary.
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1.8 # Data:

The Data block lists the number of data and then a table of data parameters, the data and standard
errors. The first column of the data table specifies the data type. The currently supported data
types for CSEM and MT data are given in Table 1. The data type can be specified using either
the string codes or the numeric codes given in Table 1. The string values are not case sensitive.
Note that for each receiver, x, y, z component are in the local receiver coordinate frame defined by
its given theta, alpha and beta angles.

The second column of the data table is the frequency index for each datum. This index refers to
either the CSEM or MT frequencies, depending on the data type specified.

The third column is the transmitter index and the fourth column gives the receiver index. The
receiver index refers to either an MT or CSEM receiver, again depending on the data type spec-
ified.For MT data the transmitter index is ignored if it is less than or equal to 0, otherwise the
transmitter index is used to specify which receiver should be used for the magnetic fields of the
MT response, whereas the receiver index specifies which receiver to use for the electric fields. In
this way, hybrid MT stations can be modeled (i.e., magnetic fields from one location and electric
fields form another location).

The fifth and sixth columns are the data and standard errors. Electric fields should be given in
units of V/Am2 and magnetic fields in units of T/Am for CSEM data from electric dipoles. CSEM
data from magnetic dipoles should be given in units V/Am3 for electric field responses and units of
T/Am2 for magnetic field responses. For MT data, the impedances are in units of ohms, apparent
resistivities in units of linear ohm-m and phases in degrees. Impedance phases (for Zyx) should
be moved to the first quadrant by adding 180 degrees (so they are nominally 45 degrees for a
half-space, not -135 degrees).

While CSEM receivers are allowed to have arbitrary orientation, MT receivers rotations are ignored,
except for the beta parameter, which specifies the tilt of the receiver in the y-z plane. If a non-zero
beta is used, the MT responses and Tippers will be computed using this angle (this could be the
local topographic tilt, for instance).

Finally, the use of different receiver and transmitter indices for MT responses allows for differential
tilts between electric and magnetic sensors for land MT (where the magnetics are usually horizontal
and the electric dipoles are slope parallel). Simply create a “receiver” for each sensor type and
specify its tilts in the receiver section. The use the receiver and transmitter indices to specify which
to use for electric and which for the magnetic magnetic components of the MT apparent resistivity
and phase calculations.
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Table 1: Data types used in format EMData 2.0

Integer Code String Code Description
CSEM Data: 1 RealEx Real Ex

2 ImagEx Imaginary Ex
3 RealEy Real Ey
4 ImagEy Imaginary Ey
5 RealEz Real Ez
6 ImagEz Imaginary Ez

11 RealBx Real Bx
12 ImagBx Imaginary Bx
13 RealBy Real By
14 ImagBy Imaginary By
15 RealBz Real Bz
16 ImagBz Imaginary Bz

21 AmpEx Amplitude Ex
22 PhsEx Phase Ex
23 AmpEy Amplitude Ey
24 PhsEy Phase Ey
25 AmpEz Amplitude Ez
26 PhsEz Phase Ez
27 log10AmpEx log10Amplitude Ex
28 log10AmpEy log10Amplitude Ey
29 log10AmpEz log10Amplitude Ez

31 AmpBx Amplitude Bx
32 PhsBx Phase Bx
33 AmpBy Amplitude By
34 PhsBy Phase By
35 AmpBz Amplitude Bz
36 PhsBz Phase Bz
37 log10AmpBx log10Amplitude Bx
38 log10AmpBy log10Amplitude By
39 log10AmpBz log10Amplitude Bz

41 PEmax Electric horizontal polarization ellipse maximum
42 PEmin Electric horizontal polarization ellipse minimum
43 PBmax Magnetic horizontal polarization ellipse maximum
44 PBmin Magnetic horizontal polarization ellipse minimum

MT Data: 101 RhoZxx Apparent Resistivity Zxx, not used in 2D (reserved for future MARE3DEM)
102 PhsZxx Phase Zxx, not used in 2D (reserved for future MARE3DEM)
103 RhoZxy Apparent Resistivity Zxy , 2D TE mode
104 PhsZxy Phase Zxy, 2D TE mode
105 RhoZyx Apparent Resistivity Zyx, 2D TM mode
106 PhsZyx Phase Zyx, 2D TM mode
107 RhoZyy Apparent Resistivity Zyy, not used in 2D (reserved for future MARE3DEM)
108 PhsZyy Phase Zyy, not used in 2D (reserved for future MARE3DEM)

111 RealZxx Real Zxx, not used in 2D (reserved for future MARE3DEM)
112 ImagZxx Imaginary Zxx, not used in 2D (reserved for future MARE3DEM)
113 RealZxy Real Zxy, 2D TE mode
114 ImagZxy Imaginary Zxy, 2D TE mode
115 RealZyx Real Zyx, 2D TM mode
116 ImagZyx Imaginary Zyx, 2D TM mode
117 RealZyy Real Zyy, not used in 2D (reserved for future MARE3DEM)
118 ImagZyy Imaginary Zyy, not used in 2D (reserved for future MARE3DEM)

121 log10RhoZxx log10 Apparent Resistivity Zxx, not used in 2D (reserved for future MARE3DEM)
123 log10RhoZxy log10 Apparent Resistivity Zxy, 2D TE mode
125 log10RhoZyx log10 Apparent Resistivity Zyx, 2D TM mode
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127 log10RhoZyy log10 Apparent Resistivity Zyy, not used in 2D (reserved for future MARE3DEM)

MT Tipper:
Hz = MzyHy

133 RealMzy Real tipper, TE mode, only for unrotated receivers
134 ImagMzy Imaginary tipper, TE mode, only for unrotated receivers
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